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Important Nate Ta Users
The Basic Training Program in Lidar Speed Measurement was developed as a result of
requests from taw enforcement administrators, agencies, and national organizations. This
course is the result ofa cooperative effort between the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration(NHTSA)and the International Association ofDirectors ofLaw
Enforcement Standards and Training (IADLEST).
The format for this course ofinstruction differs from any published by NHTSA to date,
in that there are two course schedules. One schedule is intended for non-radar trained
officers and the other for those who have completed the NHTSA radar training course.
The latter course is 8 hours classroom and 16 hours hands-on training, while the former is
24 hours classroom and 16 hours of hands-on training.
Many[aw enforcement agencies are beginning to use mare than one type ofspeed
measurement device. We have been advised that training officers in the use of more than
one device, using the NHTSA courses, has.resulted in a certain amount of duplication.
In 1996, NFiTSA intends to convert its other speed measurement device training courses
to a similaz{dual schedule)format. Those courses would include Vascar, Radar, Lidar,
and Automated Speed Enforcement Devices(ABED). The concept NFiTSA plans to
pursue is to develop a "Core Curritculum" for speed enforcement. An officer would take
the "Core Curriculum" once, thus eliminating the duplication in existing courses. Once
an officer has received the "Core Curriculum" training, it wip not be repeated in any
subsequent NHTSA speed measurement device training course. It is believed this
approach will reduce duplication and the accompanying use of training resources.
This Lidar training course is an interim document to be replaced in 1996 by an
abbreviated version that compliments the "Core Cumculum" approach.
NHTSA solicits your comments on both the content ofthis curriculum and the "Core
Curriculum" concept. Please address any comments to
Mr. Brian Traynor
Police Traffic Services Division
NHTSA/NTS41'
400 7th Street SW
Washington, D.C. 20590
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This opening unit introduces the topics to be covered during the Basic TYain
the course's
Program is Lidar Speed Measurement. The introduction dcscribes
contents of
the
nes
also
.
outli
It
tives
overall goal and iu~ts specific training objec
After
goal.
subsequent. chapters and indicates how they relate to the course's
to;
carefully reviewing this t"ust unit, the reader should be able
•

Describe The Course's Objectives.

•

D

'be Thte Course's Technical Scope and Contemts.

for the Basic Training
Tbis is the principal study guide and reference source
eaxpanded and
Program in Lidar Speed Measurement. The information will be
discussions,
room
as
supplemented by your instructor's pc~eseutations as well class
each unit are
sample exercises:and hands-on practice sessions. Included with
questions about the unit's content
study topics, awnsisting of sample problems and
e of the
and suggestions for reviewing the material covered. Your knowledg
can be tested through
material and achievement of the unit's training objectives
the study topics.
ence, but it is not a compl~e
This Trainee Instructional Manual.is a basic refer
n for this training comes
test for the course. Some of the essential ~afotmatio
ies, 1'4 s "local"
from :State and iacal laws and.your enforcement agenc
ero ng speed violations,.policies
information includes skatutes and regulations conc
es is
~ enfor;~eat, 2as1 the spec's~c role of Lidar devic
su ~,sace~ur2s a::
.
ded through leckccces, handouts, and
enforcement. Such information wilt be provi
additional suggested reference sources.
in three different ways. Fist,
It is wed that this Manual will be useful
a preview of the contenks, stricture,
before the course is conducted, it will allow
easier to follow tEie presentations and
and sequence of uzuts. This.should make it
for.a good learning experience.
discussions and.prnvide a solid preparation
Manual wilt be the principal source of
Second, while the course is underway, the
not intender3 to be read along with the
reference material required in class. It is
classroom lectures and pc~eseatations.
instructor in class, as it sill npt follow the
may point to specific sections of
From tune to time, though, your instructor inskructor gives a formal test of the
the
material contained in the Manual. When
Lidar Course Student Manual
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knowledge and skill acquired, the Manual plus your cuss notes will help
you
grepam for that test. In order to be cert~ed to use Lidar in actual speed
enfocxement, you will have to Gave a period of.field practice. During that period
this Manual can be a useful reference, especially if any operational proble
ms or
unusual readings are encountered. Finally, when applying what has been
learned
and mastered in this couise to Lidar speed enforcement, you may encoun
ter
instances where your memory will need refreshing. This manual is suited
to alI of
these needs.
Overall Gonrse(jai
The goal of allpolice work is to protect We lives, property, safety, and
the
wellbeing of the public. Trtf~ic law eaforcennent is no exception, Genera
lly,
traffic laws arise from safety-zelated needs. Preventing crashes re
quires
well-desigaed roads and vehicles and well-regulated driving behavior,
If there
were no traffic Taws Qr traff"c law +enforcement, there would be no regula
tion of
driving behavior. The result would probably be chaas, confusion,,more
frequent
sreshes, and many more igjuries and deaths. In general, tt►e most important
traffic haws are #base Shat regulate the most: dangerous driving behaviors.
Vehicle speed lawsbelong #o this "most important" class. Research shows that .
excessive speed is a u~ajor co~buting fackor to motor vehicle crashes.
In fast,
statiskics show #hat one-t~iird of Bator vehicle fatalities, twenty eve percent
of:;
q,jury crashes and twelve percent of all police reported crashes are speed
related.
~rther, excessive speed increases .the severity of the crashes khat +do occur:
A'
highspeed crash is much more likely to prodace death or serious ~in,~ury
than a
lowspeed crash. Research also shows that rebicle speeds can be reduce
d through
effeckive enforcement and that thousands of American lives. can be saved
each
Yom'•
Where does Iadar fik ~mbo aII tbiv?
L~dar is an important and effective means of accurately establishing vehicle
speed.. It is not the only meanis available, and it may not be the best
means. in
certain cases, but rt has mumernus advantages that make it an extrem
ely useful
tool in speed. enforcement. ,Lidar has the potential to make a major
contribution
to our speed enforcetaent capability. Lidar was not designed to
replace RADAR
or other speed measuring systems, but it does add new capabilities for
speed
enforcement.
The Natfonal Highway Tcaff'~c Saf~y Administration (IVIITSAJ
believes that
police traffic Lidar is an effective enforcement Lool. Police traffic
Lidat grnvides
a meatus of ncc~easing enfot~cemment effectiveness and perruits
police administrators
to make bekter use of scarce personnel and other resources.
Lidar Goucse Skudeat Manual
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The overact goal of this training program is to improve the effectiveness of speed
enforcement through the prnper and efficient use of police traffic T,idar speed
measurement instruments. It is doped that every officer who completes t3sig
course will become a better enforcer of the traffic laws governing vehicle speed.
That is, the officer will detect more speed violations, apprehend more violators,
secure more convictions amd prevent more motor vehicle crashes.
Spec~fc Tn niug Objectives
This course is designed to help you, the police officer, become a more effective
speed enforcer.. The knowledge and skills needed to accomplish this relate to
proper Lidar speed measurement and carry over into successful sgeed
enforcement.in general.
By the time this course is completed, you should be able to:
{1)

Describe the association between excessive speed and crashes, deaths, and
injuries as well as the highway safety benefits of effective speed control. It
"has already.been stated that excessive speed can rayse crashes. Knowing
bow recessive speed contributes to highway safety prnblems and how speed
enfon~ment can effectively solve #base problems will enable you to biter
understand your function in We overatI traffic saf~y scheme.

(2)

Describe the basic principles of Lidar speed measurement. ('This course
certainly won't make you an expert in electronics or physics. That kind of
expertise is not necessary to operate police traffic Lidar, These basic
principles are discussed ontp to give you as understanding of Lidar's
strengths and weaknesses and the kinds of problems that can occur if it is
not operated prnperly. People usually foIIow .prescribed. procedures more
faithfully if they know why thc►se procedures are needed; this is certainly
~.:e ~f Livar operate:.',

(3)

Demonstrate basic skills in tasking and operating specific Lidar
instrument(S). C"Perfect practice makes perfect." Iadar instruments are
fairly simple to operate, but practice is needed before an operator's skills
become sharp enough to result in confident Lidar speed readings)

(4)

(~

describe
Identify the specific Lidar insttument(s) used by your agency and
is
their major components and functions. tBefore a specific Lidar device
used, the operator must understand its specific control functions,
characteristics, advantages, and limitations.)
and
Identify and describe the laws, court rulings, regulations, policies,
enforcement in
procedures affecting Lidar speed measurement and speed

Lidar Course Student Manual
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general. tLaws cannot be enforced unless they are known. What
constitutes a speed violation? What.are the elements.of the offense?
What special.rules of evidence apply to We offense? What special rules apply to
Lidar evidence? Until these and similar questions can be answered, an officer is
not ready to enforce speed laws or use Lidar instruments.)
{~

~npnstcate the ability to prepare and present records and courtroom
testimony relating to Lidar speed measurement. {The job does not end
when a citation is issued. Evidence must be :gathered and presented to
support adjudtcatioa of the charge,)

At the end of the cautse, tests will be administered to determine.how welt the sig
objectives listed above have 3~een reached.. As the course progresses, try to keep
the3n in aiund to see how the various topics covered ~t into the total learning
experience.
t;on~se t'a~ent
This course consists of a series of units that address the s~ objectives just
discussed. The topics coveredueclude:

~

Speed offenses and.speed enforcement. {Speed.in relation to highway safety,
types and bendrts ofspeed regulation,)

•

Banc principles of Lidar speed measurement.(origin and history of Lidar;
target identification considerations; factors affecting Lidar operation.)

•

Ana o~~c~on~ ~on~a~uon~. ~.aws, court rulings, Policies, etc.,
affecking Lidar operations,• instnimeut licensing, general opertting
~roccY3urks

~

Operation of specific I.idar instruments.(Instrument components and their
functions; operating. procedures; operational demonstrations,)

•

Moot Gourt.(Case preparation, test stony, and crnss-examination.)

The outlined content represents a complete course of tra fling in Lidar speed
enforcement. Some agencies may decide that some of this content has been
adequately covered lit other courses acct #hus may delete or de-emphasize certain
items. If used as "refresher" training for more experienced officQrs, parts also
may be deleted. It will be up to the Lidar instructor to advise you ofjust what
local adaptations have been made.
Lidar Course Student Manual
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Some Final Words of Introduction
Before the actual training begins, same questions that have been asked by many
motorists (as well as police officers and judges) must be considered. Just how
good.is Lidar? Is it really accurate? Can it be tzvsted? What are the facts?
Unbiased, scien~c tests have shown that the Lidar instruments used in traffic
enforcement are reliable tools when properly used by skilled aad knowledgeable
operators.
Speed enforcement based on Lidar is not difficult to learn, but is complex enough
that shortcuts in training can result in less Than effective performance. As with
all speed measuring devices, the courts demand evidence that the Lidar operator
has had sufficie~rt training and experience.
So, finally, just how good is Lidar? It is anly as good as you, the operator, make
it. If the specific training objectives cited in this course are met, you will be an
effective police traffic Lidar operator.
Stady Topic
a. become familiar with the course objectives.
b.

Become familiar with the topics to be covered in later units.

c.

Be prepared to answer the foIIowing questions:
1
.What is the overall goal of this course?
2
.What are the sia sic training objectives of the course?
3.What are the ultimate purposes of speed enforcement?
4.If the courts do not eupect or require that police officers be experts in
Lidar technology, why does this course include training in Lidar's basic
scien~c principles?
5.If your proper basic concern is with speed enforcement, why does the
course include trainer in preparing and presenting courtroom testimony?

Lidar Course Student 21~Ianual
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Excessive vehicle speed is a major cause of death and in~iury oa our highways.
Thus, the control of.excessive speed has loag been of paramount interest to traffic
law enforcement. Effective regulation of vehicular speed requu~es fast that police
officers lave a thorough knowledge ~f the various types of spced laws, as well as
where and when they apply; ne$t, that the officers enforce tIxese statutes.
This unit will discuss the prnbl~n in general and the existing laws created to deal
with.flint probl~n. By the completion of the unit, you are wed to be able to:
•

Describe the association b~ween speed offenses and motor vehicle crashes
and iniuries,

•

Describe the major types of speed regulations, including their origin,
development, and scope.

Speedm Society
Since the earliest days of the auWmobile, speed has been its most controversiat
feature. Historically, manufacturers have had little trouble in finding a ready
marker for last cai~s..Concern over the public's fascination with spced was voiced
by the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania as early as 1906. In affu~ming a
convidaon ender a ciiy ordnance forseceding over i mp1n, acne court said;
on to find the evideaoe
"It g only necessary to resort to the most cursory c
to.pat
their
novel and rapid
desire
tat many drivers of aatomob~les at their
anad~ nes to a test of theia~ opacity, drive sack vehicles through thesus with a
of the rights of others."
reckless
Brazier v Ciri of Philadelphia 215 Pa. 297, 64 A 508, 510(194
This preoccupation with.speed seems to be even more prevalent Yoday, with our
highly-mec]~anized society. People rush to work and rush to play. The
automobile provides the moans to maintain this harried existence. For some, it
alto serves as a means to relieve the tensions brnught about by living at so rapid
iidar Course Student Manual
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a pace. These individuals turn their automobiles into tools of aggmssion. This is
not Lo say that most drivers are obsessed with speed.
it u important, however, not to lose sight of the dangers inherent in high speeds.
High speeds affect all three elements of dcaving:
a.

The OPERATOR-Increased speeds talc the driver's basic capabilities, such
as reackion time..

b.

The VEHICI.~Increased speeds innpact on vehicle dynamics.

c.

The ROADWAY-Increased speeds increase the potential hazards of any
deficiencies.in the mad surface (potholes, construction, etc.) or situational
condirions resulting from weather {ice, straw, rain).

High speed interacting with one or more of #base elements ran t~esuIt is a crash.
To grasp the dramatic impact excessive speed can have, examine the simple task
of stoPP~S a vehicle. This task incorporates Lhe three elements grey ousIy
meu#toned and is, Werefore, gt~eatly affecked by increased speeds.
The average person has a reackion time of about 3/4 of a second. Suppose.our
average motorist is proceeclug along a #ypical rnad clear of any snow,ice, or

other surface prnblems. Driving at about 20 mph,the motorist notices a hazard
ahead and reads normally.. At 20 mgh, thecar moves 22 feet dui3ng this 3/4 of
a second. Assuming that the automobile is in pamper working order, an
additional 2p feet of braking dis#ance is required to bring the sac to a complete
stop.In total, it has taken the car ~#2 fcet to stop.
Suppose the drioer.was prnceedng at 40 mph. :Reacting to a hazard within the
same reaction time span, the car will have traveled 44 fcet before the.driver
begins to brake. However, tie braking distance is uow 31 feet. fihe orax rag
distance at 44 mph is not twice the distance required at 20 mph, but four times
the distance. Now a total of 125 feet is required to bring the vehicle to a halt..
Similarly, the braking distance at 80 mph would not be four times the distance
required at 20 mph, but more than 20 times the distance-410 feet. The chart on
the following page graphically illustrates the distance needed. to stop a vehicle at
speeds from 20 to $0 mph..
Remember, t4is example was.based on an average driver with average reaction
time, driving a car in good. working order, under good road conditions. As
speeds inec~ease, a driver maintains less and less real control over the vehicle.
Increased speeds tax the effectiveness of the driver's reaction time and the
Lidar Course Student Manual
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vehicle's stopping capabilities. Additionally, if there had been any deficiencies in
our hypothetical driver's reaction time, increased speed would have magnified
those d~ciencies. Technical advances can increase a cars capabilities or improve
the design of roadways to allow for greater and greater speeds. It is much more
difticult to "redesign" or imprnve a driver's capabilities.

Chart i. Distance Required To Bring A Gar To A Complete Stop.

Stopping Distance
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Various types of legislation to ~ntrol speed lave been introduced throughout
our
country's.history. The primary purpose of #his speQd regulation bas been to
make traffic movement more efficient with m~~~**+um danger #o people and
P~PQ~'According to Joseph Nathan's "Famous FScsts", the fast traffic law in America
was passed srn June 12, 1652, 8y New Amsterdam {aow New York). it prohibited
the riding or driving of horses at a gallop within city limits. Hartford,
Connecticut, lays claim. to the dis# ac# om of having the first sutoarobile speed
regulation. This Iaw was enacted in 19U1 and limited automobile speeds to 12
mph in the coup~tcy and 8 mph within city limits.
As the number ofautomobiles increased,.so xiid the number of laws governing.
theiar use, This volute of statutes.aad ordinances was based,.in part, on the
assumption that no one should drive s vehicle at a speed greater tbtan is
reasonable aad prudent under existing conditions. This assumption became
known as the "basic speed 1aw."
Enforcing the basic spe~tilaw involves prnc~dures different from ent'orcing sgced
limits. iTnder the.basic speed law, it must be shown that the violators speed
was
unreasonable or imprudent given the eadsting conditions. This is not easy, since
auy basic speed law iucIudes such ambiguous terms as;
~RRi9D~b~C~ -- ~~PhBt 1S "128SOIIAb1E°?

"Pivaenr- ~sT,~sc whac is a "pruaenc° sperm'
"`~Tndcr:
conclitians", This term can refer~to the condition ofthe road
(whether there are wet or slippery conditions), the condition of the
vehicle
(wh~her t is in prnper working order), or the condition of the driver
(is the
person fatigued, intosicatedr Vic.?).
Early efforts to enforce this somewhat ambiguous law resulted in some
confusion.
These eafQarcement efforts paused two major schools of thought
regarding speed
enforcement to emerge; those advocating "prima facie" speed linnits
and those

adYOC~ttlIIg °AvSO~UkC" Sit IIIIl1tS.

Loosely translated, "prima facie" means "at fast glance," or "in
the absence of
further proof." Prima facie speed limits are those stated as a spec
k rate and
pasted on ttie highway, e.g., "Speed Limit 3S mph." However,
the basic speed
Lidar Course Student Manual
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law is the one that has to be enforced and adjudicated. Lx other words, a speed
limit is posted to tell the motorist what is considered a reasonable speed for that
area. If a motorist exceeds this sgeed, the motorist is said to have violated the
basic speed taw "prima facie."
However, speed in excess of the prima facie limit is only an indication that the
speed was unreasonable aad imprudent. The accused. is entitled to prnduce
evidence in court to show that the speed was reasonable and prudent for the
conditions and circamstanoes at the kime is question. A court or jury provides
the final decision.
Proponents of this type 4f law insist that it permits greater fle~bility in practice.
Not every speed eacceding the stated limits should be considered dangernus.
Prima facie limits are not arbitrary and it is contended that mast delvers use
goodjudgment and adjust their speed acrnrding to the conditions encowrtered.
"Absolute" speed limits are based on Laws that.simply prohibit driving faster than
a specified speed, no matter what "the esissting conditions." This srhaol of
thought insiSEs that the basic speed Iaw alone leaves #oo much room for individual
intezpr~ation by motorists-many of wham aren't reliable enough to make current
decisions as to reasonable speeds. It is also maintained that prima facielimits are
in almost every case as W the rate.
P~ar~Y unenforceable, since questions arose

of speed in relation to enviro~entat conditions and what a reasonable speed
really is for those conditions. Driving in esaess of that absolute limit, regardtess .
of conditions, is a violation. The only proof required is that the motorist exceeded
the ]unit; circunnstances and conditions have no bearing on the driver's guilt or
inno~euce.
Speed limits ran include both magnum and minimum speed restrictions.
Different Iimits can be set for different conditions, such as:
3T~e OfDay —Speeds are sometimes lowered during night or rush hours;
Type Of Raadwap —Highway or urban routes can have different
limits than roads in residential areas; and
q~pe pf Vehicle Qr Equipment —Lower maldmums are often set
trucks.

for buses or

limits were
In the early versions of the Uniform Vehicle Code, prima facie
provisions.
speed
recommended, and a majority of States adopted prima facie 1950's more and
. In the
Meanwhile, the absolute type of law fell into disfavor
Lidar Course Student Manual
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more Stakes began to adopt absolute limits and abandon the prima facie
approach. In fad, the 1456 TJniform Vehicle Code was revised to provide
absolutema~mum limiks and al! mention of prima .facie was eliminated.
Gurneat syst~ns of speed control acknowledge that the speed control system
must
permit motorists to reach their destinations as rapidly as possible while giving
all
due consideration to safety, reason, wd prudence. Rapid movement of vehicul
ar
traffic is essential Lo efficient hgflway transportation.

Successful.enforcement of speed regulations -whether prima facie limit, basic
speed limit, or mbsolute speed limit -involves more than simply detecting and
apprehending vio]ators, Speeding,jest as any other offense, can only be
sua~£ully~when a~rtain spe~ifu elements ~f the offense stipulated in
each sta#ute stre est~blishe~. The ~le~aeats of the speeding offense are driver
ide~tificatiion, location, speed, and conditions, Theseelements are specified in
geae~al in Table 1. It should be noted that the elements of the different iyp~s
of
regulations are csseatially the same, accept for °speed," which is detiaed
differenfly under each #ype of taw; The "location" element in somejurisdictions
may include only public highways and rnads and in others, parking tots, public.
driveways, and private roads.

Lidar Course Student Manual
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Table 1.

$laments of tha Speeding Offeaae

SLANTS
FA 2

ASSOLUfiS SPSED LA9a

D=ins=

Accused moat be
shown to have baea
the driver at time
of the iaEractioa.

Location

Any place~to which
the public has right
of access gor vehicle

BASIC SPEED LAP7

PRIM]►

rs~ey

cs~►e>

tSame)

{Same)

usa.
Speed
excess of
3imit

Conditions

Ia e~c~ess of

IInreasonable or

Ia

specified limit.

impxudeat.

posted

sad thus presumed
uaroasoaablo
or imprudent

,

(Not applicable)

Having regard
to actual and
potential
hazards.

Same as
Basic`

Driver Identification
'There are twp as♦p~,e,.cts to drive.~ry ~identificaflon. First, the officer must be able to
r ~ll~~:~t~ ATiY .~+VY~~
~
{/y'b~►y ~L4ay tLLG ~YGf ~l Y1G `'G~{~i~~i~Ai~ ~ 4LLt{~i ~'!1 41f°

identify the same driver in court at a 3ater time.

I

After making the initial stop, the officer should make an immediate visual
identification of the driver. Other vehicle occupants may attempt to.change places
with the d~itver in an effort to confuse the investigation. Au alert officer can counter
these activities by initially noting driver characteristics such as clothing colors, hats,
beards, or okher distinguishing characteristics that can be observed at a quick .glance.
When the officer has completed this first identification of the driver, more specific
details that will aid We officer in identifying the suspect is court.

Lidar Course Student Manual
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Establishing whex~ the defendant's vehicle was being driven when the .infrac
tion
occutmtl is usually not difficult. The officer's .testimony that the violation was
observed W have taken place on a certain street or highway is sufficiem. If there
is
doubt as to whether the location of a particuaar roadway is conside~d public
or
private,. look it up under State statutes or cheek with a supervisor. If the offens
e
occurred off-highway and is included ender your statute, the location can be
defined
by reference to peimauent landmarks.
. _•,
Esfablishiug a defendant's speed has differing degrees of imgortaace depending
on
which tape of speed law covers the location of the infraction.
In the case of the basics i law, the measurement of speed alone wilt not establi
sh
the element.of "speed." Remember that the basic speed law states that it shall
be
unL~,wfui to operate a motor vetncle at as unmasonable or impnideat s~~d. There
are. no clear definitions of,just what as "unre~asoaable" speed is, so a measuremen
t of
speed is useless without some indication that the speed w" as excessive.
Prima facie.limits suggest what speeds may be presumed to be excessive.
The warts
will ultimately decide ~vh~'her a pazucu]ar s~ was unreasonable or impnid
ent. It
is incumbent upon the officer w produce more detailed infomxarion to show the courts
that the ~iefeadant's seed was e ccessive.
Conditions
In establishing that a defendant's s~eci was unreasonable or impn~dern;fhe
of
icy .. . _ __ _.
musf gather nfozma~on to show it was so in light of existing conditions.
Such conditions include:
WEATIiEIt —rain, snow, sleet;
2.

ROADWAY GHARACTERISTiCS — traffic volume, road surface
conditions; and,

3.

'i'SE YEHICI.E —brakes, fixes, or such vision obstxuctars
as a dirty
windstueld.
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Obviously, this type of information does not have to be established in cases involving
absolute limiu,
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Spced Limit Enforcement
Perhaps the most compelling and iutportant mason for stressing enforcement
of spced
limits is simply that a very substantial number of fatal crashes occur as a res
ult of
excessives~ in all seed.zones whether fast or slow,
Study Topics:
a.

Review Lhe statutes) governing vehicle speed along a typical paUroi route.

Which sKawte(s) governs seed there?

b.

Be prepared to answer the following questions:
1.

Distinguish between prima facie speed limits, the basic s~eci law, and
absolute s~laws..

2.

What are the elements of a speeding offense?

3.

Nhat woutd be an appropriate response to this statement "Local spced
limits are so low ;bat enfozcing them isn't really worthwhile."
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I~~ut
Scientific P~~ncples
of Lidar Speed Measurement
A.

Lidar.
The te:m Lidar is an acronym thai stands for "Light Deteckion and
Ranging." cedar instruments are designed to measure a target vehicle's
speed using a form of energy called laser, an electromagnetic energy
eabub~itng many of the same prnperties as sound, radio and other
microwave energies. 3'he light .energy emitted by a Ldar instruruteat is no
different frnm +tither light sources. The Lidar does differ in it's method of
generating the light energy aced it's resulting higher frequency.
fihe term Lidar is used when referring to speed measuring instruments
that ~nptop laser lecllnology for down-the-rnad speed measu ►ents.
Lidar is Furrently designed for stationary mode opera#ons only.

B.

Laser Energy.
nits simplest form, Iase~c energy is energy generated by sandwiching a
I
piece of active rnateriat, knowtc as the facing medium, between two
mirrors. These mirrnrs and the ~asiag medium.form what is called as
optical resonator. Ths atoias of the lasing uxedium are. put into an excited

state by an external energy source the atoms store some of that energy).
These excited atoms ran then be stimulated to release their stored .energy
as light. energy when another light source interacks with the aWms. This
rcSvlts is an amplification of the. incoming light source. By positioning the
a
two mirrors of the optical ~scrnator e~ackly xhe right distance ap~c~t,
standing wave is formed by only those waves bound b~weea the
mirrors and having the prnper wavelength. Under these conditions, the
light waves emitted by the atoms of the lasing medium are aligned iu
of
direction and tuned in wavelength (frequency) to increase the strength
of this
the standing wave. One of the mirrnrs is designed to allow some
amplified light to "escape" and pass from the optical resonator as a laser
beam.
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Lasers can be produced from many different materials (solids, liquids
and
gases) and the design of the optical resonator and the method of excitin
g
3as ng mediwms may vary. Whatever form the laser takes, the energy
is
generated by the same basic principle.
C.

How Iadar Works.
Lidar employs atme-of-flight method for takSng measurements to
detern~iue the target.vehicle's. speed... This method of measurement may be
made at any distance wikhia the operating range of the instrument. When
the trigger is puil~d, the Lidar transmits dozens o£ laser light pulses per
second. When a pulse is transmitted, the #imer is started, then when the
reflected ~sulse from the #arg~ vehicle is t~ece ved:the timer is stopped...
Bp comparing the elapsed limn betwcea the transmission and.reception of
the.laser pulse with the speed of light, the iastn~ment can calculate °the
range #o the target vehicle: After making a speck nwnber of these
suc~sive range measurements, th¢ data is uiatheYs►akcally analyzed by the
~Sorithm. The salailated targ~ vehicle speed is #6erefore
F
d~ermiaed from a group of time and range measurements.
Ta aid the operator wikh target vehicle idenkif cation, if the range to the
targex vQhcle is increasing with time.{the target vehicle is moving atrap
from the instrwaent) the speed reading is designated as a negative value.
~' the range to the target vehicle is decreasing with time (the target is
moving toward the instrument), the speed is designated as a positive value.
Although Lidar instruments ennploy a variation #o the long accepted
timeJdistance m~hod for speed measuring, it does not depend.upon
specifis reference points far.obtaining speed meastuements. '3-his
pivcess emgloYed by the Lidar instrument is +dynaauc and occurs
without the inskrument operator having to identify specific reference
points along the target vehicle's path-of-travel,

i~

t haractec~ics of the Lidar Si~oal.
The i.idar signal possess the same throe distinguishable charac
teristics
as :other forms of ele#romagnetic wave. energy; signal speed,
wavelength and frequency.
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1
)
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The Lidar signal, as with all forms of electromagnetic energy,
travels at the speed of light. This is generally accepted to be
apprnsimate[y 186,282 mites per second. Both the transmitted
and reflected Lidar signal. will travel at this constant speed.
2)

Wavelength.
The wavelength is defer as "the distance between two points
in a periodic wave Wat have the same phase." Another way to
describe wavelength i~ the distance from the beginning of tine
peak to the end of the valley.
The wavelength of the Lidar signal is apprn~mately 904 - 9Q5
nni
(um = nanom~er or one billionth of a meter).

3
)

Frequency.
Frequenry is measured is terms of cycles per second. Scientist
and engineers use the term Hertz(abbreviated Hz)instead of
cycles per second. All these terms have esadly the same
meaning; one Hertz =one cycle =one wave per second.'
The frequency of the Lidar signal is approaamately 330
terdhertz (330,000,000,000,000 Sz).

r
p
..

~'~7i~~-fi~`ustcii~i..~i~aii~.

_.

_ _.

The.Lidar signal, as with all electromagnetic energy:will demonstrate
the following behaviors.
1)

Reflected.
This characteristic is demonstrated when a portion of the
trans~miitted signal is reflected, or bounced back, from the
targ~ vehicle.
The Lidar signal's reflective capability is influenced by the
color of the target vehicle. Generally, tighter colors reflective
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more of the signal than darker colors. A dark colored target
vehicle's ability to reflect the signal may effect the operational
range, however, it will not effect the instrument's speed
ralcuIations once the reflected signal is received,
The relative size of the target vehicle is not a significant issue,
ideally, the target vehicle should be as large, ar larger, than
the Lidar signal's cross section at the target's location. This
+condition is readily accomplfished in speed measuring because
the Lidar signal at a distance of 1,U04 feet is appro~imateiy
four feet wide and proporkionately .less at closer distances.
2
)

Refracted.
Refraction ret'ess to the beading of a Lidar signal as it passes
through a transparen t material. When the opposite #aces of
the material are parallel, it will result in only a slight
displase~neat ~►f the signal. it is not recommended. that Lidar
be operated through glass that is not at a 90 degree angle to
the path of the Lidar signal.
incl~nent weather such as rain, fog, snow, and other
cundit3oas 5avolving air-borne par4icles may cause the signal to
be r~f:acted, or scatter, and reduce iRs ogerationai range,
Vary hot wither may result in a "mirage" effect, caused by
heat waves, which result in refracting and distorting the Lidar
siginal.

3)

Absorbed.
The Lidar signal's energy may be absorbed by soave Lypes of
material, or surfaces, thus allowing less signal energy to be
retleated frnm that object. With Lidar, the color of a taug~
vehicle may effect. the annouat of energy absorption. White this
may effect the operational range of the instnnnent, it in no
way will effect the accuracy of the speed measurement. This is
because the Lidar signal's wavelength. is is the infrared portion
of the electromagnetic energy spect~vm and subject to the same
reflection and absorption laws of physics that aff~t visible
light which will reduce the effestire operational range.

F.

Cosine Angle Effect.
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Currently, the technological development of Lidar instruments limit
their operation io the stationary mode only. As a result of this
limitation, operators must be aware of the cosine angle effect. It is
an +established scientific fact that when a taaget vehicle is traveling at
as angle to a speed measuring instrument (other than VASCAR)
operating in the stationary mode, that the speed reading displayed by
the instrument iviU be less than the target vehicle's true speed.
A stationary Lidar will meastu~e the true spced of the target sehicle
only when.that vehicle is traveling directly toward or directly away
form the instrument. Under any other cu~cumstances, the cosine
angle effect will result in a speed measurement tower than the
vehicle's true speed. The awount of deviation between the target
vebicle's measured speed and it's tnie speed will depend upon the
angle b~ween the instrument's position and the vehicle's direction of
~I"dPEl.

In order to minimize the casine.angle effect, operators should attempt
to keep this angle as small as possible. 'his means operating the
instrument as close as passible to the roadway without creating saf~y
risk. Even under this condition, the amount of the angle wl!be
dependant upon the target vehicle's distance frnm the instrument
when the spced measurement is taken. Remember, as the targ~
vehicle approaches the instrument, the angle will grow steadily larger.
G.

Lidar vs. Other Speed Measuring Instruments.
Why wonid an agency prefer Lidar as opposed to other types of speed
measuring instntments?
:
)

Tec:.~i~l saY~-ti~ao~.
The laser diode. emits infrared energy from a very small area
and the energy is collimated into a very narrow beam. The
diode also switches on and off quickly, typically in less than
one billionth of a second, which allows the instrument to emit a
very narrow band of frequencies. This allows the Lidar
receiver to be "fumed" to the enact wavelength of the laser
diode "sceing" only the reflected laser signal and filtering out
all other, This permits.the Lidar instrument to be operated
during daytime where there is considerable background light
frnm We sun. In addition, the infrared spectrum is iavisible to
the human eye and will not be a distraction to vehicle
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operators. This technology makes.it difficult and expen
sive to
develop a Lidar ",jamming" device.
Z)

Targ~ Selection.
The harrow Lidar beam allows the instrument to be
operated
with pinpoint aaa~racy in selecting specific target
vehicles on a
crowded madway. The 7.idar beam is only 3 to.4 few
wide at
1,000 fcet {Ul00th of the average RADAR beam width
).

3
)

Outside Interference.
Lidar ~s less L'Icely to be ut~][uencea by oucsiae inter
eereuce. It
obri
y is not sabject to the. prablenas encountered with
instruments that allow movia~ mode operations because
Ldar
instrum~ats function is the stationary.mode only.
The Lidar
iast~umeut ts~]f mas'be sublect to radiafrequency
interf~rense(RFi)and should be equipped with an IiFI
indicator.
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